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ABSTRACT

Let E denote a compact lordan region in the complcx plane with positive transfinite 
diameter and H(E) the Hilbert space of entire functions. This paper is deals with relations 
connecting the (p, q)-growth of an entire function f e H(E) with its Fourier coefficients 
with respect to an orthonormal sequence of polynomials in H(E). The (p, q)-order and 
generalized (p, q)-type have been characterized in terms of Fourier coefficients for f e H(E).

1. INTRODUCTIONLet r denote the class of ali entire functions in the complex plane. The growth of an f e T is studied in terms of its (p, q)-order p(p, q) and lower (p, q)-order X(p, q) and if (b < p(p, q) < <») in terms of its (p, q)-type T(p, q) also, such thatlim aç log''f^M(r, f) _ p(p> q)
inf log r X(p, q) (1.1)

lim sup
,P(P9)

= T(p, q), o < T(p, q) < (1.2)log^'^*^M(r, f)
where b = 1 if p = q, b = 0 if p > q, M(r) = M(r, f) = = l^zj.Since f(z) is entire, it can be represented by power series which converges uniformly to f(z) on every compact subset of the complex plane. Thus
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eof(z) = 2 az" , |2| < oo (1.3)
n = oWe shall use the following notations throughout the paper:expl"’lx = logf ™'x = exp(expl"‘^l'x) = log(log' x), m = ±1, ±2, ...I-m-l],

△[/*) = n for r = 0, 1, ...
i = o

p(L(p, q)) = Mp. q)1 + L(p, q) max (1, L(p, q))
if q < p < oo if p = q = 2 if 3 < p = q

OO if p = q = oo

The characterisations of above growth constants in terms of coefficients a^’s are known ([2], [3]). ThusP(P. q) = P(L(p, q)) (1.4)whereL(p, q) = lim sup , tı]log n(, Mi I I (log I |aj,-lAı

T(P. q) M = lim svq) k->«> , [r2]log n
where W*'’ laf)

(1.5)
(p(2, 2).!)'^^^,I P(2, 2)/(P(2, 2))”*1/ep (2, 1) 1

if (p, q) = (2, 2), if (p, q) = (2, 1), othenvise. (1.6)M =
and A = 1 if (p, q) = (2, 2), A = 0 if (p, q) (2, 2).Let A stand fcff the closed unit disc i.e., {z; |z| < 1}, and let H(A) denote the Hilbert space of functions holomorphie in A with inner product(fa g) = 4 f(z)ğ(z)ds , f. g G H(A) (1.7)
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It is weU known (see [1]) that the sequcnce A(A) = forms
1 n I' * * ' n"*!a complete orthonormal sequence in H(A) and that the Fourier coeracientsbj] (n = 1, 2, 3, ...) of f e r <z H(A), defined (1.3) are given byb =<

n-l (1.8)It İS easily seen that the relations (1.4) and (1.5) continue to hold ifin these relations we replace a by b . Thus (1.4) and (1.5) may be 
n ninterpreted as deseribing the grovvth of f e F in terms of its Fourier coefficients with respect to set A(A).Let E be a closed and bounded lordan region in complex plane with transfinite diameter d > 0 and H(E) the Hilbert space of functions holomorphic in E with inner produet(f. g) = It;tıXz)t'(z)g(z)ds, f, g e H(E) (1.9)where (o(z) is a positive, continuous function on E. If A(E) = {p (z)}

n-1 n-l’Pjj(z) being a polynomial of degree not exceeding n, is a complete orthonormal sequence of H(E), a question that arises naturally is, “Do the relation (1.4) and (1.5) continue to hold if a is replaced by the Fourier coefficient of f e F c H(E) with respect to the set H(E)? Rizvi and Juneja [7] have answered this question in affırmative except that a factor d^ appears in the right hand side of (1.5) for (p, q) = (2, 1). These results obviously leave a big class of entire functions, such as entire functions of slow growth or of fast growth ete. It has been noticed that these authors fail to compare the above coefficients of those entirefunctions which have same positive fînite order but their types areinfinity. For the view point of inciuding this important class of entire functions, we shall utilise the concept of proximatc order due to Levin [5]. Moreover, for inciuding entire function of slow growth and fast growth their results will also be extcnded to (p, q)-scale introduced by Juneja et al. ([2], [3]).
2. DEFINinONS AND AU KILLI AR Y RESULTS

exp Definition 1. A positive function p (r) defined on {[r . oo) r >
[a li P. <1 *^0'01} İS said to be a proximate order of an entire function with indexpair (P. q) if

D n â n = 1, 2 ,

°°), Tf
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® Pp, <1) r oo, b < p(p, q) < oo,
^[q]^’'^ Pp, q^''^ 0 as r -4 oo; p'

p. q
(r) denotes the derivative of 

p. qPp. İt is known [6, Thm. 4] that (log'‘*’’'r)’’' increasing function of r for r > r^. p. q',(r)-A İS a monotonically
Hence we can define the function 4)(x) for x > x to be the unique Solutions of the equation.X = 0ogf'’’*V)*’'’-<=> <|)(x) = log'‘*^'r.
Definition 2. Let f(z) be an entire function of (p, q)-order p(p, q) (b < p(p, q) < oo) such that
lim sup , [p-i]1(^ M(r, f)

[q-i]YVog r/ = T*(p, q), 0 < T*(p, q) < OO
[q-l] fP’

İf the quantity T*(p, q) is different from zero and infinite then p^ ^(r) is said to be the proximate order of a given entire function f(z) and T* (p, q) as its generalized (p, q)-type.
Definition 3. An entire function with index-pair (p, q) is said to be of minimal, normal and maximal (p, q)-type with respect to a proximateorder according as T*(p, q) respectively. as zero, positive finite and infînite
Let be the curve defined by= {z: |v(z)| = r}, r > 1, where ta = t)z(z) i® ihe univalent holomorphie function mapping thecomplement of E onto |co| > 1 such that t|/(°°) = OO, \|/ (oo) = 1 and letD be the domain interior to E. Also, set M(r, f) = sup |f(z)| for r > 1 . f zeE, rThe following auxilliary results will be utilized in the sequal.
Lemma 1. İf f(z) is an entire function of (p, q)-order p(p, q) then
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lim sup 
r oo

log^’ M(r, 0 log r = P(P, q) ,
and for p(p, q) (b < p(p, q) < oo), T*(p, q) is given by

lim sup log[p-l] —! M(r, 0 T*(p. q)
(1 1^’1 î (log rf

P
Proof. This follows easily from Winiarski [8].
Lemma 2. f(z) e H(E) is an entire function if and only if,1^. icf ” = o .
C„ = JJe (û(z)f(z)p/z)ds, p^(z) e A(E), n = 0, 1, 2, ... (2.1)
Lemma 3. Let f e H(E). Given e > 0, there exists an integer N depending on e and E such thatICn.,1 < K M (r, f)

n r ne e
for ali r such that R > r > r„(e) and n > N, where, M (r) = max lf<z)l , C V ZSE Dare defined by (2.1) and K is independent of n and r.

Proof of Letnmas 2 and 3 follows ffom [7].
3. MAIN RESULTSİn this section obtain expressions for the (p, q)-order p(p, q) andgeneralized (p, q)-type of an entire function f e H(E) in terms of its Fourier coefficients C . Thus, we have 

n

Theorem 1. If f e H(E) is an entire function of (p, q)-order p(p, q) (b < p(p, q) < oo) and generalized (p, q)-type T*(p, q), then for every
oo

C , there exist an entire function g(z) = 2 |CJz”, such that 
p(p, q, f) = p(p, q, g) and T*(p, q, f = PT*(p, q, g) (3.1.)wherep = d’p'p’ for q = 1 and P = 1 for q > 1.
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Proof. We observe that by ([7], Letnma 3)
oo|f(z^ < M, 2 |Cjr"(l e) for z in E ,

n = 0Mp being a constant. SoM(r) Mpg(r(I+e)) = MoM(r(l+e); g) . (3.2)Using Lemma 1 in (3.2) we obtain
P(P. q. f) P(P, q, g) and T*(p, q, f) < PT*(p, q, g). (3.3)In view of Lenoma 2, g(z) is an entire function. By Lemma 3 we have for any e > O,
PJ < K M (r, f)

n r ne e (3.4)Using (3.4) in the power series expansion of g(z), we get
90 ng(r/de^) = 2 |Cj(r/de^)

n = 0

< K-M(r, f)
2e de 2 l/e

n = 0

ne

or < KrM(r, f)
■ deVO ’

( 2£İ —log g(r/de ) < 0(1) + log M(r, f) + log r .Thus in view of above inequality and Lemma 1, for p > 2 and q=l,
p(p, 1, q) < p(p, 1, f) and (3.5)T*(p, 1, g) < e^^P^’ dP^P’ T*(p, 1, f)and for p > 2, and q > 1,p(p, q, g) < p(p, q, f) and T*(p, q, g) < T*(p, q, f). (3.6)Since e < O is arbitrary, both inequalities imply that for all (p, q),p(p, q, g) < p(p, q, f) and pT*(p, q, g) < T*(p, q, f) . (3.7)
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Combining (3.3) and (3.7) we get the required results.
Theorem 2, f e H(E) is an entire function of (p, q)-orderP(P> q) (b <p(p. q) < oo) if and only ifP(P. q) = P(L(p, q)),where
L(p, q) = lim sup , [p-Ulog n

>o?Vjı-l/n

Proof. By Lemma 2, we have conciuded that f 6 H(E) is an entire function if and only if g(z) is an entire function. Moreover by Theorem 1, f(z) and g(z) have same (p, q)-order. Applying Corollary 1 by Juneja et al. [2, p.62] to the functionn Zg(z) = 2 |cj Theorem 2 follows.
n = 0

Remark 1. For (p, q) = (2, 1), this theorem inciudes Theorem 1 by Rizvi and Juneja [7].
Theorem 3. If f(z) e H(E) is an entire function of (p, q)-order p(p, q) (b < p(p, q) < °o) and generalized (p, q)-type T*(p, q) (0 < T* (p, q) < oo) if and only if'r*(p, g)PM(p, q) = lim sup n -> «9 (^(log^P'^n)

,-1/n

-.p(p, q)-A

Proof. To prove this theorem we apply Theorem 1 by Kasana [4] to the function g(z) and resulting charaterisation of T*(p, q, g) in terms of and the relation T*(p, q, f) = PT*(p, q, g) taking together prove the theorem.Taking ^(r) = p(p, q) V r > r^ and <t>(x) = we havethe following corollary which gives a formula for (p, q)-type T(p, q) in terms of Fourier coefficients of an entire function f(z).
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Corollary 3. f(z) e H(E) is an entire function having (p, q)-orderp(p, q) (b < p(p, q) < oo) and (p, q)-type T(p, q) (0 < T(p, q) < oo) if and only ifT(p.q) q) = lim sup
n —> oö

[p-2log n
«‘h“).p(p. q>A

Remark 2. For (p, 2) = (2, 1) this corollary gives the Theorem 2 of Rizvi and Juneja [7] as a particular case.
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